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FLIGHTCASE P-DDJ-FLX6 PLUS NSE

With the P-DDJ-FLX6 NSE Plus from Zomo you get a stable flightcase for the
Pioneer DDJ-FLX6. The P-DDJ-FLX6 NSE Plus in the popular NSE (Night Style
Edition) inspires thanks to its night-black optic. This equipment case was made to
master the strenuous tour use without any problems and convinces with its
extremely resistant quality. To prevent the DJ controller from shaking, the DDJFLX6 Flightcase is equipped with a high-quality inner padding, which reliably
protects the equipment from shocks, scratches or negative influences. Zomo
equipment cases are of course suitable for touring and can easily cope with
exhausting DJ-everyday life. Cigarette burns, heat or even abrasion can't harm the
P-DDJ-FLX6 NSE Plus thanks to the robust processed, laminated 9mm plywood.
The extra strong, black lacquered aluminium profiles and extra stable ball corners
guarantee a very high resistance and provide attractive and noble design accents.
The ingenious butterfly latches provide an extremely strong hold of the cover and
easy opening and closing. Additionally all NSE Equipment Cases are lockable with an optional padlock for extended protection against
thieves. The stylish and up-to-date design in the dark black NSE (= Night Style Edition) completes the concept of the Zomo Equipment
Case beside the high professional quality also in design.

KEY FEATURES
Protects the controller from defects, scratches or other damage
High quality workmanship and quality for the hard tour use
Extra sturdy design
Modern, contemporary design
Practical shelf for laptops - with cut-outs for easy cable routing
Great processed inner padding for best hold of your device
Helpful ball corners provide optimal protection against vibrations and shocks
First class butterfly fasteners
Integrated handles
Removable lid

MORE SPECIFICATIONS
Suitable devices

1x Pioneer DDJ-FLX6

Pull out shelf for 1x laptop up to 17 inch built-in
Outer material

9mm plywood

Color

Black (NSE)

Weight

tba

Outer dimensions

765 (length) x 474 (width) x 204 (height) mm

** The devices shown and/or mentioned on the photos are NOT included in the scope of delivery!
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